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Is Our “One Health” Vision Ready for the Future??

As we consider the role of OH – is our vision for OH 
incorporating the challenges to be faced in the world of 
“tomorrow”?

• What are future trends?

• What are their likely consequences?

• What are the implications for One Health?



Consider the Future Through Seven Lenses –2050
• Population Change

• Urbanization

• Economic Growth

• Globalization

• Feeding the Future

• Environmental Change

• AI

And what do they mean for OH?





Population Growth



Global Populations: 1950 - 2100



The World’s Most Populous Nations



Urbanization















Surging Household Wealth



Global Purchasing Power – The World Is Getting Wealthier



Globalization



We are Increasingly More Mobile

Air Travel



We are Increasingly More IT Connected



Feeding the Future  



% Change in Consumption of Animal Products:
2000 - 2030



Environmental Change





2010 – 2030



Artificial Intellegence





Implications
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What are the Consequences
By 2050

• Global Population increase >2 billion, mostly Africa 

• Nearly 70% will be urban

• Economies will be increasingly consumer driven

• Livestock production will more than double globally  

• Increasing environmental impact

• Globally and intra-regionally connected

• AI will be transformative and disruptive



Consider Likely Impact on Zoonosis and AMR
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Drivers of Zoonosis and AMR

decades, and are a significantly growing proportion of all EIDs
combined4. We updated the EID database from4, and employed a
new modeling framework (boosted regression trees, BRT) to
capture high-dimensional interactions and generate response
functions for individual variables. We selected a refined set of
spatial predictors for their relevance to a priori hypotheses on
plausible mechanisms underlying zoonotic EID emergence,
including proxies for human activity, environmental factors,
and the zoonotic pathogen pool from which novel diseases
could emerge, all key features of conceptual models of zoonotic
spillover7–11. We used an improved data set of mammal species
distributions12, and included numerous data sets on measures of
land use, land-use change and land cover. Furthermore, all data
sets with sufficient temporal coverage were matched to events in
the EID database by decade, such that covariates more accurately
reflect the prevailing conditions at the time of disease emergence.
We also constructed a novel proxy of reporting effort to match
the spatial resolution of the other predictors, where previous
studies have relied on coarse, country-level measures, and
compared EID risk predictions with and without corrections for
reporting effort. Finally, we accounted for spatial uncertainty in
EID event data by random resampling to explicitly take into

account the difficulties of accurately geocoding EID events.
Our results suggest that EID events are best predicted by
the distribution of tropical forested regions, higher mammalian
species richness, and variables relating to shifts in agricultural
land use; and appear to occur more often in tropical regions.
We identify specific areas and approaches where a research focus
may identify more specific trends not apparent in our data.

Results
Variables in boosted regression tree models. After factoring out
reporting effort (in the weighted model), evergreen broadleaf
trees (median 7.6% of the model’s predictive power), human
population density (6.9%), Global Environmental Stratification
(climate) (5.9%), and mammal species richness (an aspect of
biodiversity) (5.6%) had the largest relative influence over the
distribution of EID events (Fig. 1). Across 1000 iterations of
the model, no variables consistently emerged as much stronger
predictors than others but an average ranking of predictor
importance could be derived. Of the top predictors, evergreen
broadleaf trees (representing tropical rainforests) exhibited an
overall positive trend, human population density an overall
negative trend, the Global Environmental Stratification (climate)
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Fig. 3 Heat maps of predicted relative risk distribution of zoonotic EID events. a shows the predicted distribution of new events being observed (weighted
model output with current reporting effort); b shows the estimated risk of event locations after factoring out reporting bias (weighted model output
reweighted by population). See Fig. 4 for raw weighted model output. Maps were created using standard deviation scaling, with the color palette scaled to
2.5 s.d. above and below the mean
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The threat of viral outbreaks will grow rapidly…
Largely driven by population growth, wildlife encroachment, and globalization
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1. EID: emerging infectious disease; only diseases with zoonotic emergence are included; Reference for graph: Allen et al. (2017) Nature Communications

H3N2

200M infected 

MERSWA EbolaSARSNipah H7N9

Examples of outbreaks that still have 
pandemic or global epidemic potential Examples of fully realized pandemics

Spanish Flu

500M infected

H1N1

~ 2 billion 
infected

HIV 

70M infected 



Expanded Antimicrobial Use in Livestock



Global Threat from Antimicrobial Resistance



What are the Implications for One Health?
Is our “OH Workforce vision” aligned with the future”

- What skills does the future require?

- What is the organizational framework required to empower a 
future OH workforce?

- What policies need to be in place to enable the success of 
the Work Force? 

- Are government and academic communities and their 
private sector counterparts planning for the future together?



The Role of a One Health Workforce

You ARE the “change agents” – bringing a new 
multisectoral vision and understanding to the challenges 

we face



“We can’t solve problems by using the same kind of 
thinking we used when we created them”

Albert Einstein




